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Adventures in Magazine Publishing

Over the last year and a month, we’ve put out six issues of Rift.

It has been a pretty good run, considering that it has involved at

least 50 people, and all of us either have full-time jobs or are full-

time students. All of the usual obstacles of magazine publishing

have surfaced. Ad sales, deadlines, inaccuracies, some stories we

missed, and naturally sometimes we received a complaint or two

about our content. In addition to all that, then there are all the obsta-

cles that one can never plan for, like people losing their jobs, disap-

pearing, cars breaking down, family tragedies and other unforeseen

circumstances that we’ve had to deal with when finishing up an

issue, or waiting for a photo or other item. 

I’ve kept it all in stride and tried not to worry too much about it.

It’s about having fun while we’re doing it and when the issue is final-

ly out, we are always very happy with the results. We’ve had great

luck finding talented writers, artists and photographers. We’ve had

some great parties, set up some great shows, and had some great

times. 

Where does it all go from here? I know one thing: the magazine

is going to keep rolling. I love meeting all the cool people, checking

out cool new music, and just getting more involved in the music

scene. We have only really just begun, and it is only going to get

better and better. 

So what can you do for us? Let us know you’re out there, give

us some moral support! Send us an email, join our email list. We

want to know you’re interested and want us to stick around. Keep

checking out the web site at www.riftmagazine.com for updates on

what’s going on. There will be some great changes happening there

as well. 

See you in Issue #7.
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here was an extravaganza of an exception to a
local motto “Musicians, not Models,” (of
Misplaced Music.org) –The second annual
Voltage: Fashion Amplified, on May 25, 2005, fea-
tured Twin Cities musicians The Soviettes,
Olympic Hopefuls, Mike Gunther and His Restless

Souls, Ouija Radio, The Deaths, The TV Sound, The Violettes,
and Melodious Owl.  The bands were dressed to the hilt by local
designers and experienced being runway models themselves
during this four hour fashion show at First Avenue. Many bands
such as the Olympic Hopefuls and Mike Gunther and His
Restless Souls enjoyed playing to a sold-out First Avenue show
for the first time.

Voltage is an annual benefit raising funds and increasing
awareness for Youth In Music, a non-profit organization seeking
to create sustainable music education ensembles in the Twin
Cities metro area. The bands were selected by Voltage founder
and organizer Anna Lee and Kate Galloway of Vamp Music
Source. Lee’s main goal is always collaboration with other art
forms. “There are so many fine designers in town doing fine
work but you’re not seeing the functionality of it. If we put it in
a more entertaining setting, people are better able to embrace it.”
Lee hopes to introduce local music to people who are interested
in fashion and vice versa. This event was a smashing success, as
musicians commented on how fun it was to be dressed to the
nines. The Olympic Hopefuls even received better fitting, sharp-
er looking dark blue track suits.

Prior to the gala, I interviewed Lee, Mike Gunther and
Restless Soul, Suzanne Scholten. Regarding Gunther and His
Restless Souls, Lee said, “These guys bring a whole new level to
the show. We have this segment that’s more vaudevillian and
burlesque.” 

Gunther and Scholten thought it’s a “neat idea” for a real-
ly good cause. While still not fashionistas, Gunther and were
excited about the collaboration. 

Early on, they were concerned that they might be dressed
in clothing that had nothing to do with what they do. “I wear cer-
tain clothes that are easy to drum in. I was worried that what I
would wear, my strong body would somehow rip open,”
Scholten said.

Lee alleviated their fears, telling them that movement and
performance style of the band are considerations that go into the
designs. She said, “It’s about working with the musicians to cre-
ate something that’s partially the designer and partially some-
thing inspired by the band’s music.”

Anna Lee added that Gunther and His Restless Souls seem
“like they’ve come to visit you from somewhere else.” Listening
to them is “like you’re being let in on some secret. I’m going to
try to do a traveling preacher for Mike.” Gunther who always
wears a suit for his performances, said he found his original suit
in a dumpster, and that’s not a joke! “I like the older looking
style,” he said.  “It’s just a hair on the short side, too. It’s a Sears
campus trim, very collegiate! Spring formal.” (Laughs) During

our conversation, he chimed in ideas: “Cream suits!” “Abe
Lincoln stovepipe hat!”  “I’ll wear a Panama hat with a Poison
headband. It would go over at Apple River.”

Scholten normally wears a comfortable pencil skirt. She is
very tall, so if she wears high-heeled shoes she’s too high above
the drums. “If I’m at the 7th Street, the lights will burn my hair.”
She expressed that for Voltage she wants her hair in tight curls
that stick up. 

Lee plans to dress Scholten in a “multiple layered gown.
The first part is tight but short so you could still move around.
The third layer is like the ‘30’s preacher’s wife, yet vaudevillian
performer, kind of edgy, but very glamorous.” Scholten asked,
“Rich ‘30’s or Dust Bowl ‘30’s?” Lee responded it will be a
combination. Lee will design long heavy gloves to protect
Scholten’s arms from the tire chains that she uses to bang on a
50-gallon oil drum.

Each of the Voltage bands performed short sets for three
runway segments of models and then took a stroll down the run-
way themselves. At first Gunther and Scholten sounded trepida-
cious, but they warmed up to the idea. “I have a lot of attitude
when I walk,” Gunther said. “My sister says, ‘International run-
way model!’ and then she showed me! I am not kidding.
‘Greece, Paris, New York.’”

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE DES IGNERS AND

MUSICIANS AT THIS  YEARS VOLTAGE FASHION SHOW VIS IT :

W W W . V O L T A G E F A S H I O N A M P L I F I E D . C O M .

BY CYN COLLINS

L U C A S  S A U G E N
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t is generally understood
that any band with a peculiar
name can count on a non-stop
barrage of questions pertain-
ing to it and its origin. We
Kidnap Frisone This
Afternoon is certainly no
exception. "It's the perfect

joke, really" claims drummer, Andy
Lageson. Guitarist Tony Emanuele
added: We had this concept of kidnapping
one of our friends who lives in Alaska
now, and then we also had ‘This
Afternoon,’ so we just put them together
kind of as a statement,”

Fair enough, but what about the
band’s sound?

“I’m going to let Tony answer this”
says Andy

Tony implores his band mate, “Why
me?”

“Because you’re good at describing
stuff like this.”

“No, I’m not!”
We all pause for a moment. There is

silence as the band thinks before Tony
finally remarks, “Well, as a descrip-
tion of the band, so far we’ve gone with
tambourine-core,” 

“Justin’s gonna have to learn tam-
bourine now” says Josh Ludwig (guitar)
of newcomer, Justin Sehorn.

While it’s true that We Kidnap
Frisone’s hardcore styling may not fit
well with today’s pop-crazed crowd,
they’re still very much the type of band
the hipster faithful could laud as excep-
tional at any given moment regardless of
the band’s self-professed “tambourine-
core” label. Frisone evoke the unbridled,
dangerous stage energy of early Sex
Pistols, while sounding more like a cross
between Snapcase, Taking Back Sunday,
and whoever else the group draws inspi-
ration from that particular week. With all
the faceless, pointless, pseudo-punk
bands vying for attention these days, it’s
refreshing to see a local band without any
preconceived notions as to who or what
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they’re supposed to be. 
Poking around the eerily teenager-

prevalent myspace.com (yes, We Kidnap
Frisone is on myspace) reveals a healthy
mixture of local Minneapolis-area acts all
giving each other mad props and hoping
to one day defy the odds in a town
increasingly known for its great music
scene. Right smack in the middle of the
madness is We Kidnap Frisone This
Afternoon who has carved out a nice
niche among the night scene faithful.
This says a lot, especially when much of
the love comes from the band's excep-
tional contemporaries such as The
Umbrella Sequence, Kid Dakota and
Islero.

While the ambition to succeed is
strong, Frisone doesn’t confuse itself
with the second coming of Christ. After a
drunken evening with these guys you
realize how humble they truly are. Sure,
these boys have all the earmarks of indie
rock badasses not to be messed with, but
here's something you don’t know: they're
all college grads. There may have been a
time when being a school boy in the
music scene would have stolen all your
cred and labeled you a poseur, but today
an education is the ultimate companion to
have at your disposal. A case in point is
drummer Lageson’s ever-expanding role
as record producer to local acts including
the aforementioned (and infinitely talent-
ed) The Umbrella Sequence and 40 Watt
Bulb, made possible through Lageson’s
extensive knowledge acquired at record-

ing school.
The band weighed in on the possi-

bility of new music for their fan faithful.
“We might be coming out with a sin-

gle” laughs Andy, “because no one does
that anymore. It’s like $400 dollars to put
out 100 CDs, so we were looking at cas-
settes because it’s only $150 bucks. I
don’t think anyone would listen to it on
cassette, but at least it would be out.”

As far as the band’s backlog of
material is concerned, most tracks are
scorching-hot slices of sonic heaven. On
the killer demo opener, 8-bit, the band
creates a frantic atmosphere that switches
it up in the most unexpected places. One
listen absolutely slaughters the notion
that We Kidnap Frisone is just playing
around; these guys are the real deal.

2005 is looking very promising for
Frisone as they continue to tour the Twin
Cities club scene adjusting to a new
singer while simultaneously dealing with
the duties associated with recording new
material for a potential LP. Not all bands
are lucky enough to have so much good-
ness sitting on their plates, but these five
dudes from the upper Midwest are cer-
tainly taking it all in stride and making
priceless memories along the way.

“...scorching-hot
slices of sonic        

heaven...”      
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ome people never get over a breakup.
Even though the ship has sailed, they’re still
at the ticket  counter a week later arguing
about upgrades . The phrase, “Well, my ex
and I...” becomes a starting point to many

conversations and soon friends worry they might groan
aloud the next time hearing it. In the case of the breakup
of the band The Meg in 2001, bandmate Ashley Prenzlow

took her guitar and moved on. Then
she picked up bass, wrote songs, pro-

duced a four-track demo, bought a computer, taught her-
self digital recording, played bass for Basement Apartment
in Spring 2002, and then a year later, she met a girl named
Sallie Watson.

Like Prenzlow Watson learned to play piano when
she was very young but she didn’t seriously consider play-
ing music until after meeting Prenzlow in 2003. “I wanted
to [play] guitar but I didn’t even know how to buy one, so
Ashley helped me,” says Watson. Attending local shows
together and working on material Prenzlow wrote earlier,
Watson learned how to play guitar by ear. “Going to shows
is like doing your homework,” says Watson. The two spent
the rest of the year looking for a drummer. 

“Eight dudes later we found [Laura Bennett],” says
Prenzlow. 

Bennett, whose only previous music experience was
playing drums as a kid in music class , and then later
marching band and drum line in high school, was just
messing around on drums at friends’ parties, which led her
to meeting Prenzlow. Invited over to jam, Bennett sur-
prised her future bandmates by learning the songs they
gave her ahead of time. None of the male drummers who
auditioned before her had done that. “She knew the
songs,” says Prenzlow proudly. “The guys didn’t try.” 

Recognizing their great chemistry, Watson and
Bennett joined Prenzlow in forming the band The Mood
Swings and with only five months of practice under their
belts, they set out on tour in February 2004. Under the
Susstones label, they started recording their first record
with help of producer Ed Ackerson at Flowers Studio in
Minneapolis. Fourteen months and twenty shows later,

The Mood Swings still find themselves glowing with
excitement. “We’re here on business,” beams Bennett.
“We’re here to rock!” P
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“ S O M E  P E O P L E  A R E  S U R P R I S E D  B Y O U R  S O U N D
B E C A U S E  W E ’ R E  G I R L S .  W E ’ R E  N O T  B U B B L E G U M . ”

S A L L I E  W A T S O N

BY JEN PARSLEY



Featuring the Hit Singles - “Streetlife” “SHAKE IT GURL”
“Problemz II Solve” “Tell Dem”

Taken under the wings of the Susstones community, the
girls’ first few shows were part of the Kraig Johnston and the
Program tour. On the opening night of the tour, they found
themselves playing at a ski lodge in Lutsen, MN on a Saturday
night. “It was insane,” giggles Watson, adding that it was the
first time she and Bennett ever played a show before. “People
were going ape-shit,” adds Prenzlow laughing. “Drunk boys
were wearing the girl t-shirts [we sold].” They sold out of t-shirts
at the next show.

Merchandise sales have slowed, but crowd reactions are
still positive for this 60’s garage-punk-psychedelic-mod-pop
influenced band. While they identify mostly as a girl band—Dan
Boen, of Polera, joined as bassist halfway into recording their
album—they are quick to point out they don’t rely on that
image. “People are surprised by our sound because we are
girls. [We’re] not bubblegum,” says Watson. They’re still proud
to have a female drummer because it’s not something you see
very often in pop. For Bennett, when she tells people she plays
in a band, she says they assume she plays bass and are gen-
uinely surprised when they learn she’s actually the drummer.
And if you’re looking for another we-wear-the-same-thing-
every-show band, you won’t find it with The Mood Swings.
“We’re pretty regular. No jumpsuits,” says Watson. “It’s not real-
ly us.”  

Right now, The Mood Swings are dividing their time
between their day jobs and working in the recording studio.
Both Prenzlow and Watson are buyers for Marshall Fields.
Bennett works for ZVex, a company that makes handmade
stomp boxes, and is an artist. They hope to have their album
finished by midsummer. Several of their original tracks have
been rerecorded as the band’s improved their sound from play-
ing more shows. “You know it has to be painful before it gets
perfect,” says Bennett. While it’s frustrating when a song takes
five to ten takes before they like it, Watson says the band does-
n’t feel discouraged by the length of the recording process. The
songs get better because they keep evolving, Watson adds.
The Mood Swings have a few new songs up their sleeves but
they’re keeping quiet about them for now. “We’ve been trying
not to work on them, so we can finish the record,” says Watson.  
Prenzlow, who handles booking, hopes the band will have
another chance to be part of a Susstone lineup after they
release their album. She admits she actually hasn’t booked any
shows since last July because other bands keep asking them
to play and they’ve become somewhat of a favorite at the
Uptown Bar. Ideally, the band would like to do some weekend
tours, but they’re not interesting in heavy touring.  “We’re doing
[this] to play music,” stresses Prenzlow. “Being a star is not an
ultimate goal.” 
While they admit they’re very girly—the five things they can’t
live without are lip balm, shoes, earrings, records, and purs-
es—The Mood Swings is anything but a timid girls club. (Hey,
they have Bosen.) They like their rock loud and their fans danc-
ing. They only have one message for their fans: “Come closer
to the stage.” The girls will see you dancing now.

WWW.THEMOODSWINGS.COM

Erik Siljander
612.685.6296

Chad Weis
612.501.8595

c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  1 1
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owboy Curtis experienced a lot of change prior to and
after the release of their first album,
Assumptions/Observations, yet some things stayed the
same for the band. 
Case in point, they still want T-shirts to sell and they still

want to play First Avenue’s main room.
“We’ve played the Seventh Street Entry a number of times, but

playing the main room is something we really want to do,” Jake
Hanson said. “We’ll play any event; we’ll even play at three in the
afternoon for the cleaning crew.” 

Since their formation in 2000, Cowboy Curtis has had its share
of turnover; however, the lineup solidified in late 2003. Today, it’s
Neal Perbix on vocals and guitar; his older brother Nate on drums;
Hanson on guitar and keyboards; and Ethan Sutton on bass. 

Their new stability ushered in a solid cohesiveness that’s evi-
dent in both their live shows and in their friendships with each other.

“The one thing we’ve got, is we’re all good friends and we get
along with each other,” Neal Perbix said. “If there’s a problem, we

B Y  C H R I S T I N E  M L O D Z I K
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work through it, and there’s never an ego prob-
lem because we check it at the door.” 

“That’s not entirely true. Hanson still has
an ego,” Nate Perbix said.

“Yeah, that’s me,” Hanson said, laughing.
After Sutton joined the group, Cowboy

Curtis began promoting
Assumptions/Observations and it didn’t take

long for the album to get attention. 
“We were contacted by a Seattle radio

station soon after we’d send them a press kit,”
Nate Perbix said. “We didn’t know it at the time,
but we were getting a lot of airplay out there.” 

“It sounds cliché, but we had to strike
when the iron was hot,” Hanson said. The
group quickly secured gigs in both Seattle and
Portland. 

“The people we met at the shows were
like ‘yeah, we know who you are and we
already had this show on our calendars,’”
Hanson said. “It was surreal since there are
people in Minneapolis who don’t even know
who Cowboy Curtis is.”

After the west coast mini-tour, they turned
their attention to their second album. Unlike the
first album, which took almost a year to record,

the yet unnamed follow up was recorded in
week. 

“We approached the new album different-
ly. We took a more live approach, a more
organic approach,” Nate Perbix said. “And, we
just wanted to get it done.”

The group is putting their energy and
focus into the second album, due to be

released May or June 2005, but without the
expectation. 

Cowboy Curtis will be touring more in sup-
port of the new album and promoting them-
selves in the cities where people are listening
to their music. They’re also pursuing full col-
lege distribution with record drops, a radio
campaign to get more airplay, and sending out
press kits and CD demos to smaller record
labels.

The group isn’t setting specific career
goals or putting pressure on themselves, but
says they’re assertive about what they do. 

“We don’t need a label in order for us to
release the CD. If we have potential takers,
cool. If not, we release it ourselves,” Neal
Perbix said. 

Even with this new attitude toward pro-

moting their album and themselves, it hasn’t
changed them as musicians. 

“We’re not a serious band; we have a lot
of fun when we’re performing and we want
everyone who comes to see us, to have fun
too,” Sutton said. 

Just don’t expect Cowboy Curtis to resort
to gimmicks to bring the crowds in.

“Some bands have a visual charm to
them. You won’t see us wearing matching suits
to get attention for ourselves,” Neal Perbix
said. “We’re not like that and we don’t strive to
be like that.” 

Hanson agreed. “We just don’t have that
aesthetic. Look at a band like Velvet Revolver
and their lead singer Scott Weiland. He’s cool;
he can get away with wearing leather pants
and no shirt. Cowboy Curtis isn’t afraid to look
like idiots, but we’re not cool enough to be
shirtless on stage.” 

While Cowboy Curtis is poised for the
next phase in their career together, they’re still
very grounded.

“We have modest career expectations,”
Hanson said. “We’re going to make the music
we want and let it do the talking. We hope peo-
ple relate to it and respond to it.”

“After six years, it’s still a cool thing when
I’m in the studio,” Neal Perbix said. “This does-
n’t get old for me, I’m still very passionate
about making Cowboy Curtis music.” 

Nice to know some things never change.

WWW.COWBOYCURTIS .COM
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“We’re not a serious band; we have a lot of fun when
we’re performing and we want everyone who
comes to see us, to have fun too.” E T H A N  S U T T O N
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Black Metal band Teratism isn’t very well
known in the Twin Cities, but in their five years
together, they’ve made a big impression on
other parts of the world. 

They’re barred from entering Canada because of promo-

tional flyer content and for not having properly filed visa paper-

work. Invocatum Furae Diabolis, the group’s first album, is

banned in Italy for the religious imagery inside the CD case. 

Teratism guitarist Murder calls the latter “a hell of an accom-

plishment for a virtually unknown band.” 

Controversy is nothing new to Teratism; it’s almost a given

because of the genre.

“An underground black metal band is controversial in itself

because, one, of the anti-Christian imagery and two, there’s a

misconception that if you’re in a black metal band, you’re inher-

ently a white power racist,” Murder said, “all it takes for that to

happen is one band making a dent musically, but having anti-

Semitic views or a blatant political agenda behind their lyrics.”

Teratism’s lineup includes Murder, vocalist Wrath, drummer

Void and lead guitarist Desekrator. The band prefers to use their

“infernal names” for privacy and anonymity reasons. 

“Some people have the very wrong idea of what we’re doing

and some people have the very right idea of what we’re doing,”

Wrath said. “One of the biggest misconceptions about black

metal is it’s just a sub-genre

of heavy metal. Black metal

is far more ideology driven;

its infrastructure is against anything mainstream.” 

“We don’t want everyone to like us,” Murder said. “Black

metal is elitist; it’s more like a misanthropic cult. It’s how you live,

it’s how you think, it’s how you breathe—it’s not ‘would it look cool

if we did this?’”

Black metal originated with Norwegian bands such as

Darkthrone, Mayhem and Emperor, who drew elements from

mainstream heavy metal and classical music, popularizing the

“ Teratism’s specific goal is to unleash chaos.” 
P
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genre to a growing underground audience.

Murder and Wrath have been friends since their early teens

and when they discovered black metal.

“Darkthrone recorded Blaze in the Northern Sky, which for

myself and Wrath, being 17 and 16 (respectively) years old…was

a huge influence.” Murder said. “Blaze was meant to be ugly, it

was meant to be grim, it was meant to hurt your ears. I’d never

heard anything like that before and it provided us with a sense of

direction. It was like, finally, here’s some music that expressed

what we were feeling emotionally.”

Since their formation, Teratism has recorded two demos and

three CDs, with a fourth underway. Their songs are included on

two compilation CDs and the group has a 2006 record deal with

KillZone Records. In May 2005, they’re co-headlining the “Open

Your Flesh” Festival in Texas.

Teratism recently completed a west coast tour that included

Salt Lake City and Denver. The group performed at a small art

gallery in San Francisco where 80 people were crammed into a

space for 40. Wrath stood in the audience, there being no room

for him on the small stage. But no one—neither band or audience

member—complained about the cramped quarters.

“Not to sound corny, but playing in San Francisco was one

of the most magical experiences I ever had,” Murder said. “That

crowd fed off our energy and we fed off theirs.”

“It’s reality that we’re more nationally, rather than locally

known and that’s not being egotistical,” Wrath said. “We have

more people who come to our shows in New York than in the Twin

Cities. And we’re better received on the west coast because of

the number of black metal record labels out there.” 

A strong underground black metal scene has helped propel

Teratism’s reputation nationwide.

“Everything this band’s accomplished is because of the

underground word of mouth,” Wrath said. “We don’t have the cor-

porate push behind us. We don’t send out promotional copies of

our CDs, but we do have a vast majority of bootlegs out there—

CDs, two DVDs that we know of, though none of it’s been offi-

cially endorsed by us.” 

Teratism makes it very clear they don’t want mainstream

success. Murder says he and his band members—and black

metal in general—want to stay underground, saying it’d be a

tragedy if the genre became a trend.

“At the end of the day, all you have is your convictions as to

why you’re doing this,” Wrath said. “We do it because it’s some-

thing we feel. Teratism doesn’t break it down to how much suc-

cess we want, because we don’t want to be popular.”

Murder agreed. “As individuals, we haven’t set clear-cut

goals for making music; however, as a band, Teratism’s specific

goal is to unleash chaos.” 

WWW.TERATISM666.COMP
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���� Preflight - we take many file
formats, mac and pc.

���� Printing - band identity, 
cd packaging, catalogs,
newsletters, posters, fliers.

���� Bindery - multi bind,
embossing, foil stamping, cutting.

6500 West Lake Street
Minneapolis, MN 55426

Call Bryan Miller @ 952-653-0003
or email: bryan.miller@technagraphics.com

Technagraphics
Printing

Are you in a band? Do you need your
cd packaging or other materials printed?

Guess what? I can help.....
I’m Bryan Miller from a band called Codger and

I work at a local printing company called......

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL PRINTING COMPANY
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Old-time music escapes definition.
It’s referred to as “dance music,” “Southern

Appalachian folk music,” or “fiddles and banjos.”

Local fiddler and clogger Clayton Schanilac cre-

atively calls it “participation sport”.  An in-depth

description can be found on the “one-stop shop” old-

time Music website: http://www.oldtimemusic.com/,

but ultimately the best way to know is to listen to it.

There’s nothing quite like experiencing it live.

You’ll soon hear that it’s very different from blue-

grass. More Cold Mountain than Oh, Brother Where

Art Thou, it’s community music played together with

no solos. Ann Carter, fiddler, and new Wild Goose

Chase Clogger, says, “It’s humble, not super-showy.

It’s front-porch, kitchen, neighborhood music.”

Local fiddler and banjo player (and one-time

rock musician) Tim Foss describes old-time as “the

simple beauty of repetition.”  He adds that it has that

sense of drive, and repetitious rhythm essential to

all dance music, whether it’s hip-hop, techno, punk,

or rock. 

A new wave of people who appreciate and

sometimes play rock and punk music are switching

over to old-time. It’s acoustic music with a similar

rawness and verve, yet it’s portable; you don’t have

to lug tons of equipment around.  It also has appeal

for those who like old country music.

String bands such as the former Dickel

Brothers, the Government Issue Stringband, the

Mammals, and the Freighthoppers feature young

musicians who used to plug in. Caleb Klauder of

Portland, Oregon’s Foghorn String Band likes the

fact that he can play more frequently because all he

has to do is get on his bike with his instrument and

go.

People unfamiliar with the genre get irrevoca-

bly drawn into the world of old-time in many ways.

Fiddle and clogging instructor Schanilac got hooked

when he first saw clogging at the Union Bar in 1983.

> > > M U S I C  S C E N E > > >

BY CYN COLLINS



He began clogging immediately and later took up fiddle. He said there were many

young people involved and that the square dances were “a romantic place” where

several people paired off as well as becoming enamored with dance, fiddles and

banjos. He learned fiddle from a great teacher, Brad Leftwich, while living in

Bloomington, Indiana, a town renowned for its rich old-time scene.

There are numerous essential recordings that are a great introduction to old-

time. To name just a few: the unanimously recommended Foghorn String Band’s

Reap What You Sow, Brad Leftwich’s Say Old Man, Tommy Jarrell (North

Carolina), The Skillet Lickers, the Dickel Brothers, and Bruce Molsky. There are

also some great compilations such as George Carlin’s Bangin’ and Sawin’, or

High Atmosphere.

Going to an old-time jam session is a great way to familiarize oneself with

the experience. They are open to players of all levels, including folks who just

want to check it out. They’re an excellent place to find out about instructors,

recordings, parties, and festivals. Lind has hosted weekly Tuesday night jam ses-

sions for ten years at Oddfellows Hall in St. Paul. Columbia Grounds in Northeast

Minneapolis also hosts a weekly jam session every Sunday. 

The Twin Cities old-time community is very much alive and supportive of

anyone who cares to get involved. Carter, Guthrie, and many others attribute a

resurging local interest to the young “modern hobos” that travel throughout the

country and share tunes and wild energy. One of the greatest things about old-

time music, besides its portability, is that you can find people to play with and

learn from wherever you go. Support and camaraderie is typical of old-time com-

munities across the country. Foss says if you’re interested in old-time, “you’ve got

to seek it out and ask people for help, go ahead and bug ‘em, they don’t mind.”

Attending festivals is highly recommended as a particularly fast, fun way to

become initiated. The Minnesota Bluegrass and Old Time Music Association

(MBOTMA) hosts winter and summer festivals. The largest one is August 11 -14,

and features Bruce Molsky and all-girl string band Uncle Earl. Southern festivals

such as Swannanoa in Ashville, NC and Clifftop in West Virginia are the best

because the music is closest and truest to the source. Nonetheless, the annual

May Bluff Country Gathering in Lanesboro, Minnesota features workshops with

many of the best musicians in the country.

Square Dances are an excellent way to experience old-time music in action.

The Half-Time Rec in St. Paul features square dances monthly on the first

Monday. The Mastodons have played dances there since 1989, and feature origi-

nal members Guthrie, Dave Furniss, and others such as Lind and Foss. People

ranging from teens to octogenarians, including several young punks have caught

the bug and attendance is the highest it’s ever been.

Guthrie, a fiddler for thirty years, said, “The square dance is the best outlet

for old-time music to be out in public. They aren’t geeky, we don’t wear those cos-

tumes. This is probably one of the most solid square dances in the country. The

energy level brings people back and makes them tell others about it.”

He and others recommend, “Listen to the music. Listen, listen, listen as

much as you can. Try to get the music in your head. Once you’ve got the bug,

there’s no stopping you.”

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
OLD-TIME MUSIC:

W W W . M I N N E S O T A B L U E G R A S S . O R G

JAM SESSIONS: 

• ODDFELLOW’S HALL:

HAMPDEN AND RAYMOND, ST. PAUL

TUESDAY’S 8 – 10 P.M.

• COLUMBIA GROUNDS: 

3301 CENTRAL AVENUE, MINNEAPOLIS,

SUNDAY’S, 9 – 1 P.M.

SQUARE DANCES:

FIRST MONDAY’S HALF-TIME REC. 

DANCES TAUGHT

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

INSTRUMENT AND 

CLOGGING INSTRUCTION:

CLAYTON SCHANILAC, FIDDLE 651-647-5492

TIM FOSS, FIDDLE/BANJO 651-644-1610

ERIC LIND, BANJO 651-644-9549 

WILD GOOSE CHASE CLOGGERS, 

BASIC CLOGGING, ODDFELLOW’S HALL—

6-WEEK SESSIONS ON TUESDAY’S AT 7 PM. 

WWW.WILDGOOSECHASECLOGGERS.ORG/

MUSIC: HOMESTEAD PICKIN’ PARLOR,

WWW.COUNTYSALES.COM/

GENERAL INFO: 

CINDY COLLINS, 612-396-2055 

WRITER AND OLD-TIME FIDDLER



AND JUSTICE FOR ALL
B Y  G A L E N  E A G L E  B U L L

A
Many performers are starting their own labels under which they can

release their own records and/or other artist’s records.  Some indie labels

are no more than a name on a jewel case, while others are fully incorpo-

rated entities with trademarked names.  No matter which route you want

to go, the process is not as difficult as you might think.  The costs, how-

ever, will vary.

If you want to keep set-up costs to a bare minimum, and are working

alone, you can operate your label as a sole proprietorship.  This is the sim-

plest form of business organization.  There is no statutory regulation of

sole proprietorships but you will need to register the business name with

the secretary of state.  You do this by filing an assumed name certificate

for $25.00.  The main drawback to a sole proprietorship is since you are

the business; there is no liability shield to protect you.  You are personally

liable for the debts and obligations of the business.  Creditors can attach

your personal assets (subject to some exemptions) to pay business debts.

Despite this, it may be a good idea to begin your label as a sole propri-

etorship and as it expands, convert to a corporation or limited liability com-

pany (LLC).  

If you have a partner(s), you can operate as a general partnership.

An assumed name certificate is also needed and although not required, a

written partnership agreement is recommended.  You do not need to file

the partnership agreement with the state.  A statute called the Revised

Uniform Partnership Act governs general partnerships and you can alter

certain provisions of the Act with a partnership agreement.  Otherwise,

profits and losses are spread equally among the partners.  The main thing

here is that no subjective intent is needed to form a general partnership.

This means that if you are in business with one or more persons and you

Q
are not organized as any other type of entity, you are a general partnership

whether you like it or not.  Also, there is no personal liability shield here

either.  To fully protect your personal assets, a corporation or LLC is need-

ed.

Liability protection comes with the LLC and corporation.  Articles of

organization (LLC) and articles of incorporation (corporation) need to be

filed with the state.  The filing fee is $135.00.  Then there are various doc-

uments that are needed in order to identify the board of directors/gover-

nors, officers/managers and shareholders/members.  An attorney’s advice

is generally needed for the later documents.  But once set-up, the business

exists as a separate entity and can enter into contracts and sue or be sued

on its own behalf while shielding the individuals.  The LLC has become the

entity of choice due to its decreased formality and lighter statutory regula-

tion.  But with either entity, one person can incorporate or form as an LLC;

no partners are needed.  Most attorneys assist you with the required doc-

uments for a reasonable flat fee.      

The above advice can also be used to set up your band as a busi-

ness organization.  Your band is, after all, a business entity that will ideal-

ly earn money.  

Email questions to: galen@riftmagazine.com

The information in this column is for general information purposes only. It

is not intended to provide advice regarding a specific legal situation. Legal

advice can only be provided after consultation with a specific 

attorney.

I WANT TO START MY OWN INDEPENDENT RECORD
LABEL TO RELEASE MY BAND’S RECORDS.  
HOW DIFFICULT IS THE PROCESS?



guess I've been abusing guitars in this town long enough to
call myself a scene veteran.  I've seen a lot of strange things in the
rock clubs of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and a handful of suburbs and
small towns.  I've heard sound guys tell implausible stories about
hanging out with Black Sabbath.  I've been led by a man known only
as "Hardcore Dave" on a wild goose chase through downtown

Minneapolis in search of a bass-drum beater (that's the lollipop-shaped part
of the pedal that—you guessed it—beats the bass drum).  I've been ban-
ished from a venue because an onstage comment about the Timberwolves
getting screwed by the NBA was misunderstood by the booking guy.  And,
after all this, I'm finally ready to come down from the mountain and offer up
some of my collected wisdom to you fresh-eyed kids who still have most of
your hearing:
Get a van.

Seriously, that's the most useful local-rock advice you're ever going to
hear.  Sure, knowing who to talk to about booking a particular venue is nice,
and it's always handy to know which amps can take a beating and which
can't.  There's room for that sort of low-octane advice.  But the truth is that
going out and dropping a few hundred bucks on a van will do more for your
enjoyment of playing small-time rock than anything else you can possibly
do (with the possible exception of getting one of those wide, awesomely-
padded leather guitar straps.  Oooh yeah, those things rule).

The benefits of a van are twofold.  First, there's the practical side.
Without a van, you're stuck taking your gear to shows in your own cars.
Unless you're driving a Suburban, that's a mighty harsh toke.  It's tough to
fit more than maybe two amps and a couple of guitars into a mid-size sedan
(and never mind a drum set) and you pretty much inevitably wreck the inte-
rior of your car.  Then you have to caravan to the show (vital if only one per-
son knows how to get to the door you load into), and then deal with unload-
ing and parking three or four cars.  And parking four cars is a nontrivial
problem if you're playing the Seventh Street Entry. 

If you take a van, by contrast, you just load everything into the back
without having to contort it through a car door.  And then only one person

has to drive while the rest of you lounge around in the van and get into
character.  Unloading's easy for the same reason loading was, and you've
only got to park one car.  And then, only one person is on the hook for driv-
ing after the show; everyone else is free to make the most of their drink tick-
ets sans guilt.

The other benefit is psychological.  If you drive, say, a mid-90s Saturn
sedan to a show, you feel like an office drone who happens to play guitar
(this feeling is magnified if you listen to MPR on the way to said show).  But
if you ride to the show in a van with your bandmates, you feel like the
Ultimate Rocking Stallion.  You spend the drive hanging out, rocking out to
the radio or whatever's on the tape deck (true rock vans are far too cruddy
to have a CD player) and generally getting ready to rock. 

You step out of a sedan thinking, "I hope I'm not too tired tomorrow
morning when I get to work."  You step out of your van thinking, "YOU
DRIVE US WILD, WE'LL DRIVE YOU CRAZY!"  You tell me which mindset
leads to a better show.

By the way, I wasn't kidding above when I said you should drop a cou-
ple of hundred bucks on a van.  For god's sake, don't spend more.  If you
spend more than a thousand dollars on your van, you're overdoing it.  You
don't need some fancy $1500 van with seat belts and air conditioning.  You
just need a box on wheels, preferably with enough seats for all, that will
(probably) get you from your practice space to your show.  If you plan on
going on tour, you can always  spend a little extra to get the oil leak fixed.
Otherwise, less is more.  If anything, you'll feel like a big poser if the van in
question isn't rusty and running on three cylinders. A shitty van is a happy
van, and you feel more heroic if you get to the show with steam coming out
from under the hood.

Let me put it this way:  the Minutemen drove around the country in a
piece-of-crap van and people are still talking about them twenty years later.
Ashlee Simpson does not take a van to shows.

Who do you wanna be, punk?  The Minutemen, or Ashlee Simpson?

I thought so.

I

B Y  K E I T H  P I L L E   

“ I f  y o u  d r i v e ,  s a y,  a  m i d - 9 0 s  S a t u r n  s e d a n  t o  a  s h o w,  

y o u  f e e l  l i k e  a n  o f f i c e  d r o n e  w h o  h a p p e n s  t o  p l a y  g u i t a r. ”
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A U D I O  I N S E R T

The selection of a microphone is much like a painter
selecting a paintbrush.  The selection of a paintbrush can
determine the texture of a painting as much as the selection of
a microphone can determine the texture of a recording.  Just as
the painter has many types of paintbrushes to choose from,
audio engineers have a wide variety of microphones to select
from to help determine how an instrument will sound when it
is recorded.

For all intensive purposes there are two families of
microphones that audio engineers turn to either when repro-
ducing live sound or tracking a record.  These microphone
families include “Dynamic” and “Condenser” microphones.
The one dividing difference between these two groups is in the
method in which they capture sound pressure waves and trans-
fer them into electrical energy.

Dynamic microphones employ the use of electromagnet-
ic induction (they use a conductive metal that moves to inter-
rupt a magnetic field).  This is how the microphone transfers
sound pressure waves into electrical energy.  There are two
major types of dynamic microphones.  The type of dynamic
microphone that you will frequently see when you go out to

DYNAMIC MICROPHONES

COMMON MICROPHONES: RECORD BY NUMBERS

Figure 6-2. Construction of a
Condenser Microphone

Figure 6-1. Construction of a
Dynamic Microphone



the club to catch your favorite group employs the use of a diaphragm
attached to a wire coil.  When the diaphragm is struck by sound
waves it moves the coil through a surrounding magnetic field creat-
ing an electrical current.  This is very similar to how the speakers on
your home stereo work, but in reverse.  Another type of dynamic
microphone uses a very thin piece of metal that is generally corru-
gated called a “ribbon”.  This type of microphone is aptly referred to
as a “ribbon” microphone.  With the ribbon microphone there is no
diaphragm per say; instead the metal ribbon actually moves through
the magnetic field when it is struck by sound waves.  Ribbon mics
characteristically have a warm rounded sound that comes from the
way that the ribbon responds when it is struck by sound pressure
waves.  Ribbon mics are generally more fragile than their moving
coil cousins and for this reason they are rarely seen being used in a
live setting.  With vintage ribbon mics you will want to take great
care as a strong gust of wind can easily snap the ribbon rendering the
mic useless until it is repaired.

Condenser microphones on the other hand do not employ elec-
tromagnetic induction to transfer audio waves into electrical energy.
Instead a condenser microphone acts more like a capacitor.  Within
the housing of a condenser microphone there is a very thin diaphragm
that is propped closely to a metal back plate.  The metal back plate or
the diaphragm will then be induced with a small electrical current,
which is generally supplied from the mixing console and referred to
as phantom power.  When the diaphragm is struck with audio waves
the pressure from the audio waves causes the diaphragm to move
closer to the back plate causing a change in the capacitance and caus-
ing an electrical current to fluctuate between the two parts.  This elec-
trical impulse is very small and is amplified by passing through a
transistor amplifier that is built into the condenser microphone.  This
transistor amplifier boosts the electrical signal to a usable level.  Due
to the low mass of the diaphragm of the condenser microphone these
mics generally have a very quick transient response.  The transient
response refers to how fast a microphone responds to sudden sounds,
such as the hit of a snare drum.  Condenser microphones function
much in the same way as an electrostatic tweeter would on your home
stereo, but in reverse.

There is another type of condenser microphone that is common-
ly used everyday in cell phones, in studios, on broadcast sets, and on
movie lots.  These microphones are referred to as electret condenser
microphones.  Electret condenser microphones function much the
same as the condenser microphones that were discussed above,
except in the case of the electret microphone the back plate or the
diaphragm has a permanent fixed charge which provides a polarizing
voltage between the diaphragm and the back plate.  Although electret
microphones do not need an outside power source to provide a polar-
izing current between the diaphragm and the back plate they do need
a battery or outside power supply to provide power for a small FET
impedance matching circuit that is built into the microphone.  Due to
their very small mass and durability electret microphones are
arguably the most common microphones in use today.

It should be noted that also similarly to painting; audio engi-
neering is by all means an art form.  There is no wrong way to use a
microphone nor is there a wrong way to use a paintbrush.  Suppose
that Jackson Pollock chose to be an audio engineer rather than a
painter.
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BY RICH HORTON

W H O  A R E  T H E  O W N E R ( S )  O F  T H E  L A B E L ?  
Nathan Roise (that’s me) technically “owns” it. I’m blessed
with another career that allows me to fund the label. I’m not
expecting to make huge money from it—I’d honestly be
happy with breaking even, which will eventually happen. If
anything spectacularly successful should happen though,
there are people (namely Todd Hansen and David Campbell)
that have contributed a lot of sweat, blood, and tears and
would be duly compensated with bling and Bentleys. And
gold watches.

W H O  I S  O N  T H E  2 0 24  R O S T E R ?  
Currently, in alphabetical order: Duplomacy,
Fitzgerald,Olympic Hopefuls, Romantica, The Plastic
Constellations, and Valet. Standbye is our first and only
alumnus.

W H Y  W A S  T H E  L A B E L  S TA R T E D ?
My friends in Standbye painted John Kuker’s house in
exchange for studio time at Seedy Underbelly. They record-
ed a great record there with Jacques Wait (“The Coping
Mechanisms”) but didn’t have the money to press it. I had
thought about doing a label for years, and always wondered
why a national label like Saddle Creek, Jade Tree, or
Dischord didn’t exist in an area brimming with prodigious
amounts of talent. I decided to give it a shot. 

Q U E S T I O N S A N S W E R E D B Y N A T H A N  R O I S E

R E C O R D  L A B E L
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N C O U L D  Y O U  G I V E  A  S H O R T  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  L A B E L ?
We’ve been around since 2002, when we released the Standbye record.
Next we did Fitzgerald’s “Light a Match and Burn It Slowly.” Until
2004 we were pretty much an apartment label, just Todd and I. That’s
when we got an office, hired interns, etc. We put out four records last
year and had a blast making several breakthroughs. We’re really proud
of our artists and what they’ve created.

A N Y  L A B E L  H O R R O R  S T O R I E S ?  
None really come to mind...but doing a record label is a lot more work
than it seems. There’s always something more to learn or something
more you could do, another phone call to make. That’s the case with
any small business, but it seems especially true with a label—probably
because you really care about the “product” and want to see it succeed
for many reasons other than financial ones. Taking one of the national
distribution deals we’ve been offered could have been a horror story—
taking on too much too fast is by far the biggest reason indie labels go
under. We’re trying to grow smart, but there are definitely growing
pains. Implementing accounting software, for example, has been
painful—I never wanted to be an accountant. But it allows us to give
artists regular updates of where they’re at in terms of sales, etc. and
that’s obviously important.

H O W  M A N Y  D E M O S  D O  Y O U  G E T  P E R  M O N T H  A N D  W H AT  D O
Y O U  D O  W I T H  T H E M ?  
It really varies, but probably 5-10 on average. We’ve been getting
many more from out of state lately, which is interesting. We do listen
to at least the first track. Sometimes we’ll get something from a band
we really like, but unfortunately we just can’t pursue everything we’re
into.

W H AT  D O  Y O U  T H I N K  O F  T H E  L O C A L  M U S I C  S C E N E  H E R E  I N
T H E  T W I N  C I T I E S ?  
It’s great. For every band that has made it “big” there are countless
unsung heroes making incredible music. I wish there was more unity
and cross-pollination between genres. It’s great when people mix it up,
like P.O.S. playing with The Plastic Constellations, or Slug releasing
Swiss Army on his Women Records label. Indie rock and hip hop can
interact, what other breakthroughs are ready to be made? And it would
be nice if people would express their approval at shows with more than
rhythmic nods and tapping feet. It’s okay to move, sway, and scream!

W H AT  I S  N E X T  F O R  2 0 24  R E C O R D S ?
Growing beyond the Twin Cities and Midwest. We’re going to shift
most of our resources to artists that are committed to touring national-
ly. Our goal from the start was to share the music we love with as many
people as possible . That won’t change, but having touring bands is the
most tried and true way to make headway as a label. All the press in the
world, college radio airplay, top 10 lists—things like that are impor-
tant, but they’re no substitute for having bands making fans on the
road.

A N Y  R A N T S  O R  R AV E S  Y O U  W O U L D  L I K E  T O  A D D ?  
One rave that immediately comes to mind is our interns, past and pres-
ent. They’re a huge reason we’re able to do this. We couldn’t get them
all in the photo, far-flung as they are, so imagine many more Kates. I
want to thank everyone who has bought our artists’ records or other-
wise supported them. Also, I wish all-ages venues didn’t have such a
hard time surviving. There are several bars and clubs to play at, but I
would love to see a Foxfire (RIP) or Marti’s (Mankato represent) thriv-
ing inside the suburbs. Lastly, The Current (89.3 FM) is doing a won-
derful job with local music. I never thought a station could be better
than REV105, but they did it.

W W W. 2 0 24 R E C O R D S . C O M

2854 johnson st .  ne   mpls
•  612 .781 .0995  •

g i f t s  •  c a r d  s •  f r e s h  c u t  f l o w e r s   

stuff that doesn’t suck

dabble

Lucas Saugen
Lucas@MadDogServices.com
763. 807. 9869

600 Washington Ave. N., Suite 340
Minneapolis - Warehouse District
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Ubercool Kung Fu
3

According to a faraway New York
DJ, eletropunk is supposedly the
"new Minnesota sound." Combining
elements of 80s electronic synth-pop
and 70s bar-chord guitar-punk (as
well as its do-it-yourself work ethic),
the genre has found a thriving home
in Minneapolis and St. Paul's
Midwestern metropolis. A tight cadre
of like-minded (but not entirely like-
sounding) local bands have banded
together to freely distribute their lat-
est compilation, Twin Cities
Electropunk Volume 2, in an attempt
to simply get their songs heard.

One of the bands in this United
Front is Uber Cool Kung Fu, a trio
on record and a four-piece live with
the addition of a drummer, who, for
all intensive purposes, is not elec-
tronic. If the nightshot of
Minneapolis and a shining sequined-
shirted club-kitten on the front cover
isn't a dead-indication of what UCKF
sound like, their Duran Duran meets
East Hennepin and 4th's Ground
Zero attire should be. On the opener,
"Feel Nothing," the band kicks up
the sand-equal parts industrial, punk-
and synth-pop and even a little metal
solo near the end combines mid-air
for an energetic amalgam of influ-
ences, which, while far from origi-
nal, is done with flair.

Both the cynical tale of the used-
and-abused starlet, "Hollywood
Kills," and the repetitive, but catchy,
"Tonite," have an FM radio sheen
and structure that typifies UCKF's
pop-sensibilities. Of all the bands in
the burgeoning eletropunk scene,
UCKF have the greatest chance at
striking it relatively big. The only
question is: do they want to? GB

Mark Mallman
Mr Serious

"Serious" is one of those weird,
rock/piano hybrid records that draws
influence from a vast array of artists
all combining for one of the more
enjoyable listening experiences of
the past year.  The parallels between
Mallman and other piano-driven
bands are obvious on the aptly-titled
opener, "I Just Want to Play Piano" 
where Mallman takes the song
through a number of cool and unex-
pected changes as it builds towards
its satisfying climax.

On the stellar, "True Love,"
Mallman masquerades as a reincar-
nated Freddie Mercury all the while
building the song from a steady
waltz, to an all-out blitzkrieg 
of beautiful sounds and imagery that
combine to produce one of the finer
songs ever recorded by an emerging
local artist. And this includes the
work of the great ones like Dylan,
Soul Asylum etc. Mallman is doing
his own thing and making his 
own way in well-chartered, but
shark-infested waters.

What really makes this record
worth spinning, are the subtle
changes in 
progression and backing harmonies
at nearly every turn. You can really
tell the difference between songs, as
there are no throw-away cuts on this
record. "Mr. Serious"  is a diverse
and melodic triumph coupled with a
heightened sense of urgency, sinceri-
ty, and purpose, as if this were
Mallman's last night on earth to play
his beloved instruments. 

And as the days once again segue
from warn-out winter Mondays to
sunny summer Sunday's, it's nice to
know Mark Mallman's tunes sound
fresh no matter what time of year it
is. SP

Mach Fox
FuturePast

Mach Fox is the solo project of Mark
Fox, who was a member of the erst-
while band Manplanet. Clearly influ-
enced by Manplanet's kookiness and
sci-fi sound, Fox's album has abun-
dant sci-fi samples and keyboard
playing, and a few lyrics reminiscent
of Manplanet's heyday: "There's an
alien monster / living in my backyard
/ Try to keep him happy / by feeding
him cars." 

But the comparison between the
bands stops there, because, while
Manplanet reveled in the inherent
preposterousness of their band (they
wore custom-fitting, uni-colored
jumpsuits during performances and
wrote songs about alien robots), Fox
seems to take himself more seriously,
and the result is that his songs lack
the sense of irony and glee that
buoyed Manplanet.

And while Fox may insist (as he
does in his promotional material),
that his sound is both "nuwave and
new," the album ends up being most-
ly nuwave/dorky-sci-fi, and depress-
ingly short on innovative songwrit-
ing, snappy lyrics, and excitement.
At its best, it's mildly entertaining,
though derivative, and at its worst, it
sounds like a second-rate soundtrack
to The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy. AS

Dallas Orbiter
Magnesium Fireflies

Somewhere below all the whooshing
noises on Magnesium Fireflies is a
very good band. They're mostly here,
especially on opening track "Bed of
Stars", which has lead singer Mark
Miller warble, "You could have been
Princess Grace on a bed of stars/now
you're only lost in space" over a deli-
cate and woozy piano line. It defi-
nitely works as an opener, taking you
by the hand to the next track, the
power pop number "Arise". 

Where Fireflies lags is in abstract
touches that have better served bands
like Radiohead and Flaming Lips;
one can't help but wonder what could
have happened if Dallas Orbiter had
dropped the atmospheric sounds and
let the well-written songs speak for
themselves. The songs are nonethe-
less well-written, and though the
album starts to peter out at the end,
"Molecules Kissing" is a fine high
point to reach before that, with its a
solid beat accompanied by vocals
that bring to mind Brian Wilson.
"Akron", too, survives the spacy-
noise problem to deliver a worth-
while heartbreaker. Here's hoping
Dallas Orbiter can, as "Akron" men-
tions, "delay the collapse" long
enough to cut the white noise out of
an otherwise strong signal. DB
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Sons of Vietnam
Self-Titled

The Sons of Vietnam's sound defies
description. The group incorporates
several different influences on their
new self-titled album, yet it's done
well enough so the listener doesn't
come away thinking SoV is having an
identity crisis. 

"L'America" starts off the album
with a psychedelic feel, including a
guitar that sounds vaguely like Pink
Floyd. "Soul" and "Kung Fu Style"
each have a country twang. "Texas"
has what sounds like a gothic chorus
in the background and "Bombs Away"
has an operatic, almost theatrical qual-
ity to it. 

SoV's singer sounds like Kenny
Wayne Shepherd meets early
Springsteen; unfortunately, his voice
is drowned out by the music on sever-
al tracks.

The standout track is "God Is;" the
singer exorcises his personal demons
with strong lyrics and an eloquent
arrangement ("my momma told
me/don't you be a bad boy/say please
and thank you/live life with virtue/and
you will know great joy/I did as she
asked/and all I ever got was hurt hun-
gry and alone...God is ugly/God is
mean/God is insane"). 

The Sons of Vietnam's self-titled
album doesn't take any challenges
musically, but it's easy to listen to and
provides a showcase for the band's
range of talent.

CM you feel sucker punched? DB

Methods of Madness
Slaves & Robots

If speculation holds true that Green
Day have kick-started a rock opera
revival, few could have expected it
would yield a hip-hop robot opera.
This, however, is what Methods of
Madness have done, and damn if
they haven't given it their all. Slaves
& Robots is the story of a world in
which robots rule, and human slaves
on a recording label plantation (you
heard me) are constantly battling
against robot Larry and henchmen
Rock Cock and Titanium Tony (you
heard me). Methods of Madness
have actually worked out this story
pretty well - so much so that the
individual tracks tend to get lost in
the shuffle. Though the attempt is
certainly admirable, it's too much to
take on; by the time rapper Jimmy
Green and his cohorts reach the end
of the story, it's hard to care. The
plotline is elaborate and the rapping
is often half-assed.

For what it's worth, however,
M.O.M. care about the plot through-
out, with tongues planted firmly in
cheek. Besides, how can you entirely
dislike a CD with words like, "I'm in
the middle of a sticky situation/that's
when I ran into Jason"?
DB

V9R9D
Nose, Beard, Cobra, and Omar 

There's an awkward moment near the
end of the second untitled track off
V9R9D's Nose, Beard, Cobra, and
Omar, where the hypnotic bass line
and spattering drums come to a halt-
and Clark Griswold's voice bursts
into the mix: "I'm gonna have fun
and you're gonna have fun. We're all
gonna have so much fucking fun
we'll need plastic surgery to remove
our godamn smiles!" It's not so much
the dialogue that is strange, but the
fact that it comes from the Chevy
Chase vehicle, National Lampoon's
Vacation. Not only that, though, jux-
taposed with V9R9D's discordant
grooves, it leaves one wondering
whether to smirk or to shift their
pursed eyes.

Touring as the rhythm section for
Minneapolis' own United Kingdom
signed lo-fi polito-rock outfit Party of
One on their UK tour gave V9R9D a
bit of needed exposure. The experi-
mental drum and bass two-piece are
yet to break-out beyond Big V's
Saloon and Bar. Their newest record,
adorned in a nearly solid black pack-
age, completely tracklist free and
with little text beyond a terse "Thank
you," won't likely win them an open-
ing slot at First Ave, or even the
Entry; but what will (more fairly:
should) is their live show. Often
compared to the brilliantly maniacal
and maniacally violent Rhode Island
natives, Lightning Bolt, V9R9D's live
show is for lovers of the loud. Nose,
Beard, Cobra, and Omar is an inter-
esting listen, but doesn't adequately
capture the band's raucous, coffee
spilling, beer swigging, stoned eyed
mini-assault. GB

Superdanger
Superdanger

With a band like Superdanger, it's
hard not to start throwing out "they
sound like" comments. This is
because their brand of indie rock is
well-worn territory, but who's com-
plaining? Superdanger can travel the
admittedly small distance between
Built to Spill and the late, great
Haywood within a few bars; it's the
kind of chaotic pop that always
teeters, sounding like it could collapse
at any moment. Luckily, it doesn't.
Superdanger's self-titled EP is a lot of
noise and sugar-laced background
vocals, merging into a great batch of
songs. "It's Robert", profoundly
catchy and coated in warm riffs and
plenty of angelic "ahhhh"s in the dis-
tance, is the disc's highlight. The
other three songs follow suit, with
"Johan" providing a snappy opening
and "It's July" revealing the band's
Built to Spill complex. By the time
Superdrag finish the album with the
anthemic, Sunny Day Real Estate-like
closer "Give Up", you'll be humming
all four songs at once. DB



Huge Rat Attacks
Montana

Huge Rat Attacks' first release,
"Montana" is the sort of album that
can accurately be described as
'headache-inducing,' though such a
description should not be read as neg-
ative: the band is noisy, heavy, and
punk-rock, and so a violent sound is
exactly what they're trying to achieve.

The trio is comprised of a Jason
Oehrlein (guitar/vocals), Casey
Holmgren (bass), and Justin Oehrlein
(drums), and their music definitely
finds a niche. Since there are few
melodies on the album and the lyrics
are entirely irrelevant (besides being
barely intelligible), the songs are held
together by the steady and repetitive
thumping of the instruments. The
music is a study in evolution: in each
track, there's a clear and simple
rhythm that gradually changes as the
song progresses, and the end result is
pretty neat: it's a sort of heavy-death
jam band, as if Phish and Metallica
were doing a collaboration, with
Phish providing the beats and
Metallica the instruments.

That said, this is a first release -
Huge Rat Attacks still needs to hone
its sound and add a few more layers
of nuance and inspiration before it's
ready for the big time. AS

The Deaths
Choir Invisible

When done right, diverse musical
styles can work together to create a
unique, and sometimes fresh, sound.
When it's not done right, the end
result can sound piecemeal.
Unfortunately, the latter's the case on
The Deaths' "Choir Invisible." 

The underlying current on "Choir
Invisible" is a Brit-pop sound.
Traces of The Turtles, Herman's
Hermits and The Moody Blues are
peppered throughout various tracks,
including the first,  "Birmingham."
The album gets off to a promising
start, but as soon as the second track
begins, it starts feeling and sounding
disjointed. 

"The Blue Rider" is a spooky lit-
tle transitional instrumental that's an
odd, abrupt transition between the
second and fourth tracks. "A Sea Is
A Sea" is quiet and moody ("how
time is lost when you're at sea") with
vocals like Neil Young. "The Man In
The Gray Flannel Suit" is yet anoth-
er instrumental transition between
tracks.

"Goodnight" is the most eclectic
track. It starts out sounding like
"California Dreamin'," adopts a
Spanish sound and then reverts back
to Brit pop. The word "Birmingham"
can be heard throughout the song
like a subliminal message and it has
a similar musical thread as in the
first track, but it ends with organ
music, almost like something you'd
hear in a silent film. 

It's not clear why this album
sounds so disjointed; perhaps the
band was trying for a live-sounding
feel. There are a number of songs on
"Choir Invisible" that'll sound good
on the radio and great live, but spon-
taneity can't be recorded on an
album. CM

The Go Buttons
Here Come The Go Buttons

Ah, nostalgia. It makes the past seem
so much simpler - an age of pure feel-
ings and true friends. But when did
that period actually exist? Listening to
The Go Buttons album, "Here Come
The Go Buttons," helps me to plug
into this era, but it still doesn't help
me fix a date to it.

The lyrics have the rollicking feel
of the bubblegum lyrics of the 50s
and 60s, but the band's brand of coun-
try/rock could have been invented at
any time in the 20th Century.

But these guys are too smart to let
us just take their music at face value.
They sing about seemingly simple
themes like love and the weather, but
that's only the gist they're going for.

You should try to pin down exactly
what they are saying. I've tried sever-
al times, and just when I start listen-
ing intently, the guitars pick up and I
find myself doing a little two-step
across my kitchen, humming along to
the chorus.

There's certainly a darkness there.
I'm sure that's why I find their brand
of happy music so intriguing.

As far as I can tell from the credit
sheet, Johnny Wilson and Pete Nelson
tag-team the lead vocals throughout
the album. Wilson almost sounds like
a Midwestern Robyn Hitchcock and
Pete Nelson could be Michael Stipe's
cousin. 

The talents of the rest of the band,
Mike Pretel, Jason Larson and Tom
Kubasik, really pull the whole affair
together. I found myself getting into a
better mood just listening to this quin-
tet lay out harmonized melodies and
grooving bass.

All in all, this album revived my
appreciation of fun music played well,
no matter what era it comes from.
VM

Six Mile Grove 
Bumper Crop

Six Mile Grove isn't afraid to repre-
sent the rural. Although their band
name is taken from the 100% white
Township in western Minnesota (and
their album title is a great collection
of eccentric-Southern gothic stories
by Joe Lansdale, or a crop surplus-
take your pick), Six Mile Grove is
reppin' Rochester. Yet one would
hardly jump to call Rochester-the 5th
largest city in Minnesota-rural. Based
on Brandon Sampson's frequent refer-
ence to homesteads, the farmland and
the dust, I'm guessing the Mayo city
was not always the place he called
home.

That shift from the place "where
the dust hardly makes it into mud /
Where families work farmland alone"
("Hollywood") to the "big time" that
he seems to want no part of is an
overwhelming theme on Bumper
Crop. On "Someone Else's Shoes,"
Sampson sings of fame's superficiality
in one verse and a farmer losing all
he's worked for in the very next. The
banjo-ballad, "Doll in a Box," which
shares a major lyrical motif with
(Smog)'s "All Your Women Things,"
shows how well the band is at slow,
spare arrangements that complement
Sampson's unequivocally inoffensive
vocal twang.

There's no lack of rootsy
Americana music in the local scene,
but Bumper Crop should remind lis-
teners of how well it can be executed
with a little restraint and some good
songwriting. "I bet all the girls in
New York lie," Sampson sings on
"Bus Stop Revelation." Let's hope
Sampson never finds out, but instead,
continues to mine Minnesota's own
soil and concrete for his muse. GB
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